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Abstract

Purpose of paper
To examine how the context, approach and teaching techniques used for entrepreneurship education need to reflect the different roles that encompass enterprise.

Design
We analyse and reflect upon what attributes, qualities, skills and knowledge are required for the different roles involved in entrepreneurship.

Findings
From our analysis we identify role typologies and argue that teaching entrepreneurship needs to produce a combination of the creative talents of the artist, the skills and ability of the artisan, yet include the applied knowledge of the technician with the know-what of the
professional. We then present some examples of pedagogies in entrepreneurship that might be used to develop the skills required for these roles.

Implications
We demonstrate why the teaching of entrepreneurship requires a combination of theory and practice.

Originality
A different approach to understanding entrepreneurial pedagogy may be useful for educators and student
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Introduction

The nature of entrepreneurship, its complexity, variability and contingency, makes it a difficult topic to teach. Yet when we consider the priority that society now places on enterprise, we must recognise the key role that universities have to play in shaping attitudes, supplying knowledge and generally enabling our students as enterprising customers and endowing them as entrepreneurial products. Thus to capture, use and develop the innate abilities of the students, those who should represent the future as the most intelligent stratum of our society, is a major academic challenge. In this paper we argue that entrepreneurial practices combine a variety of roles each demanding different skills, knowledge and capabilities. Accordingly the content, approach and teaching techniques we use need to reflect these different aspects. Consequently the pedagogies required to teach entrepreneurship effectively present a need for a demanding but comprehensive repertoire. Furthermore, we have a particular issue in higher education, in that many training organisations seem very capable of delivering the functional skills needed to start and run a modest small business, so what added value can university level entrepreneurship address?

We begin by exploring the nature of entrepreneurship, which is no easy task, given the variety of ways of being entrepreneurial and the number of ways that entrepreneurship is understood. Moreover, the different demands placed upon entrepreneurial education; those of our students and those that society writ large expects of the heroic entrepreneur, are likely to be very different. We then try to analyse what attributes, qualities, skills and knowledge this requires. Entrepreneurship itself seems to be more about practice, yet a focus on ‘doing’ may neglect key elements of aspects such as opportunity recognition and assessments of viability.
which can be theoretically informed. But the characteristics of our students, their limited life and business experience, combine with the general problem that all embryonic entrepreneurs seem limited by their own corridors of experience, need to be juxtaposed with their enthusiasm and optimistic outlook. Our analysis of these issues leads us to argue that teaching entrepreneurship needs to produce a combination of the creative talents of the artist, the skills and ability of the artisan, yet include the applied knowledge of the technician with the know-what of the professional.

This presents our problematic, how can we address these different requirements, what needs to be done and how can we do it? This leads us to consider what tools we have in our pedagogic tool kit then examine how these can be best employed.¹ We consider how lectures, seminars, tutorials, guest speakers and even role playing can work by learning by doing; learning by example; learning from theory to develop deep learning to produce the qualities, attributes and knowledge that we see as important. Finally we consider how well we are doing and what gaps may exist and how we might address them.

The Demand for Entrepreneurship Education

Although Gartner and Shane (1995) noted that rates of entrepreneurship are at their highest for 100 years, the demand for entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship education appears to be growing. Indeed, Katz (2003: 297) comments that “in the 21st century, entrepreneurship education will become a worldwide product with multiple national and niche competitors competing for intellectual mindshare, students and trainees”. Such growth is perhaps not surprising when we think about the perceived benefits of entrepreneurship. As Heinonen and Poikkijoki (2006) explain, the attributes of entrepreneurship; an innovative approach to

¹ This paper draws on material first presented as a working paper, Anderson and Jack (1999). However we have expanded and brought up to date many of the ideas in the light of our experiences and expanding knowledge.
problem solving, high readiness for change, self-confidence and creativity are necessary for economic development. Thus entrepreneurship seems to uniquely offer a solution to problems associated with the increased pace and turbulence of social and economic change. New businesses with new products, new services or simply better products or services, appear to have the flexibility and adaptability to incorporate and adapt change (Galloway et al, 2005). Moreover, new businesses provide the most effective and efficient mechanism for producing and embedding change by acting as test beds of innovation. In the evolutionary conditions of a rapidly evolving socio-economic environment, where there is a large number of new firms each testing, trying out and adapting the suitability of environmental fit of their new products, the survivors, those most fit and most suited, those most able to adapt, will survive and prosper (Delmar and Shane, 2004). Those unfit, whose products don’t fit, or those who are unable to adapt, will wither and die. Although catastrophic in personal terms, in evolutionary terms, the mechanics of selection are a socially cheap and economically efficient method for embedding and applying successful innovation.

Henry et al (2005;100) see four types of change which have impacted on the demand for entrepreneurship education. Globally, they note how the reduction of trade barriers together with the advancements in telecommunications, technology and transportation all combine to provide more opportunities, as well as more uncertainty in the world. Then at the societal level, privatisation, deregulation, new forms of governance, mounting environmental concerns and the growing recognition of the rights of minority groups all present society with greater complexity and uncertainty. Whilst at the organisational level, decentralisation, downsizing, re-engineering, strategic alliances, mergers and the growing demand for flexibility in the workforce, all contribute to an uncertain climate. Finally, at the individual level, the individual is now faced with a wider variety of employment options, the probability
of ending up with a portfolio of jobs (Galloway et al, 2005). Students in particular are thought to seek education that equips them with transferable skills (Cooper et al, 2004). Matley (2006) concludes that the range of socio-economic and politically expedient reasons has caused entrepreneurship education to rise to the top of the political agenda and it is currently a high priority item of policy throughout the industrially developed and developing world. Moreover, Matlay (2001) also suggests that in recent years it has become fashionable to view entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship education as the panacea for stagnating or declining economic activity in both developed and developing countries. Consequently Henry et al (2005) maintain that the need for entrepreneurship education has never been greater, and the opportunities have never been so abundant.

This demand began in 1980s and 1990s when we saw an unprecedented growth in the demand for enterprise education which was matched by a corresponding growth in the number of courses offered by both academic institutions and by enterprise agencies of one sort or another, (Curran 1986). This situation has not changed and the number of courses offered at both undergraduate and postgraduate level continues to flourish, with phenomenal growth being experienced both in and outside the US (Collins, Smith and Hannon, 2006; Katz, 2003; Finkle and Deeds, 2001; Jones and English, 2004). Alongside this growth we have experienced a rise in the number of publications related to entrepreneurship, small business and education, with trade and textbooks particularly being estimated to double every year (Katz, 2003). However, questions arise over the form that entrepreneurship education might take in the future (Katz, 2003).

Hannon (2006) noted the number of enterprise initiatives in the UK and concluded that entrepreneurship education is now established as part of higher education. He suggests that
by 2006 most UK universities will be offering a course or educational experience related to enterprise or entrepreneurship. This is certainly the case in Scotland, where all universities currently have some sort of entrepreneurship offering. So as Kirby (2003) suggests, business and entrepreneurial development is now one of the four strategic goals of British universities. Adcroft et al (2005) provide a different account for the increased provision of entrepreneurship education. They propose that three broad intellectual and policy trends explain this well. First the link between education levels and economic prosperity; second the increasing emphasis on management as a cause of organisational success and finally, the desire of the public sector to remake itself in the image of the private sector. Galloway et al (2005) rather more succinctly suggest that higher education has an important role because universities provide access to knowledge based resources. Young (1997) suggests that there are two sets of reasons why students may want to study entrepreneurship. First, the student may plan to start up their own business; secondly, they may wish to acquire knowledge which will be helpful in their careers in larger organisations. Tan et al (1995), even propose that some students may be attracted to enterprise learning as an insurance against an economic downturn. Furthermore, as Timmons (1994:vii) notes in the USA, about one in eight is self employed and the vast majority of the two million “millionaires” in the US have accumulated their wealth through entrepreneurial acts of self employment. Thus it comes as little surprise to find that the Gallup report (1994) claims a demand for entrepreneurship education from students. Some 85% of their respondents indicated a desire to learn more about entrepreneurship. This is confirmed by the cross cultural study by Weihe and Reich (1993). So we see at least two different types of demand for entrepreneurship education; the push of broad social and economic imperatives and the more individualised pull by students seeking personal development and an adaptable skills base. Due to the nature of these demands it is
unsurprising that academia is increasingly seeing entrepreneurship as a valuable discipline (Katz, 2003).

Entrepreneurship – content, context and educational expectations

However, it is very evident that these different constituencies of demand for enterprise education present very different, perhaps even incompatible, claims for what should be the outcome of this entrepreneurial education. If we examine the broad socio-economic demand, the emphasis here is placed on economic outcomes; new jobs; new businesses and innovation. Thus new high growth companies are the epitome of such demand, but such companies require high levels of industry and product knowledge, extensive organisational skills and an ability to acquire a strong capital base. Few of these qualities are possible to teach in any conventional educational scheme since most are experienced based. However, it is possible to learn about the nature of these qualities and to teach about how they can be acquired. Indeed the ability to engage students, entrepreneurs, business support professionals and learning facilitators is one of the advantages of entrepreneurship education (Collins et al, 2006). But if we look at the nature of students’ requirements, we see a rather different picture. Entrepreneurship is unique in its capacity to combine an individual’s skills and aspirations (Anderson, 2000). At the level of the individual entrepreneurship is seen as overcoming the barriers and obstacles of class, race and gender (Aldrich and Zimmer 1986; Stanworth and Curran 1973; Waldinger et al 1990; Hyrsky and Ali 1996). Entrepreneurship is also viewed as a means of satisfying an individual’s “inner needs”; notions of satisfaction, fulfilment and achievement echo throughout the literature (Scott and Anderson 1994). Here the demand requirements can be characterised as awareness of entrepreneurial opportunity; understanding and enrichment of personal capability, but most likely to be manifest not in the establishment of high growth company, but most likely in a new small business. The needs of
such new business are broadly managerial but coupled with vision and an appreciation of what is possible. These attitudes and abilities do seem to fit better with conventional pedagogies.

So, very different skills, abilities and knowledges may be required to fulfil these different entrepreneurial promises. We follow Gibb’s point that the overriding aim of enterprise education is to develop enterprising behaviours, skills and attributes and by this means also enhance our student’s insight into, as well as knowledge of, any particular phenomenon studied (Gibb, 1993). However it has been argued that there has been more faith than strategic reasoning in the development and implementation of enterprise and entrepreneurial education and training in the UK during the 1980s (Rosa, 1992). At one level we see new businesses, at another creative individuals who think for themselves. At yet another level, we note the need for more new high growth firms. As Hannon (2006:300) puts it, what is important and for whom, “Government, business, educationalists, parents and students may have different and conflicting conceptions of entrepreneurship education and what is valued and when and how”.

The problem becomes even more complex when we examine the nature of entrepreneurship. Defining entrepreneurship has long been an issue, as Henry et al (2005) note, the literature abounds with theories and discussions about who or what is an entrepreneur. Indeed, after reviewing a number of types of definition, they seem to concur with Curran and Stanworth’s (1989:12) account, “a new economic entity centred on a novel product or service or, at the very least, one which differs significantly from products offered elsewhere”. For entrepreneurs, they cite Bruyat and Julien (2000), who see entrepreneurship as a process of change, emergence and the creation of new value. Smith et al (2006:557) on the other hand,
provide a deceivingly simple definition, “entrepreneurs are people with entrepreneurial spirit”. Yet paradoxically, we know that most new businesses are best described as small business rather than entrepreneurial. Consequently, the nature of entrepreneurship presents a formidable array of attitudes, skills and knowledge, experiences and ways of behaving that need to be taught. Hannon (2005:305) again summarises nicely, “the role of the entrepreneurial educator in HE is conceptually and pedagogically challenging”. Johnson et al (2006:40) seem to agree, “pedagogically, entrepreneurship is still a conundrum for many”. Unsurprisingly, Gorman et al (1997) comment, despite the considerable growth in entrepreneurship courses and programs there is very little consistency in approach.

This range of issues raises questions about what “entrepreneurship” comprises and how, and if, it can be taught within the conventional pedagogies. The demands outlined above appear to range from a science of business management to the necessarily imprecise notions of creativity; this art of entrepreneurship. Clearly entrepreneurship has to be different, or at least more than managerialism; there is something distinctive which reaches beyond the effective allocation of resources. Yet we must also recognise that successful business creation also demands managerial competencies. If we acknowledge that entrepreneurship is more than the basic and pragmatic skills to simply slot into a new business, the difference seems to lie in the novelty, the creation of new ventures, either as new businesses or as new ventures within existing organisations. We may characterise this as opportunity perception, developing these ideas into viable opportunities and pulling together resources to make these real. Nonetheless this creative process is not independent of managerial knowledge. Knowledge, and experience, is the basis for assessing what is possible, what is realistic and what is achievable.
In trying to capture the essentials of enterprise, we propose that these different elements of the entrepreneurial endeavour can be presented in a typology of vocational roles. Figure 1 shows what we see as the different vocational categories, each of which features in entrepreneurship.

**Insert Figure 1 About Here**

These typologies provide us with some guidance about what we have to teach and may offer some indications of how we might best impart the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary to be entrepreneurial. At the very least the typologies suggest that there is more to entrepreneurship than merely managing; at best they illustrate the style, range, scope and applications that are called for in entrepreneurship.

The highest level, the professional deals with the application of knowledge and judgement. It clearly calls for, as all professions do, a high level of specialised knowledge about entrepreneurship. In many ways this is the most problematic, if, for no other reason, than some 30 years of research have failed to identify precisely what this knowledge might comprise. However, we do know that some elements such as opportunity evaluation and the strategies necessary to realise that opportunity are core. So theoretical knowledge about entrepreneurship is critical here and an ability to employ that knowledge in analysis is essential. Interestingly, when we reflect on the generalised professional role, we note that few professionals do things themselves. Architects rarely build houses, few accountants run companies but many medical doctors not only advise but also carry out functional work. Intriguingly many medical schools have adopted a new pedagogic style, they teach by setting problems and asking students to solve the problem. Consequently we see the type of
knowledge needed for professional work as largely theoretical and the ability to apply this abstracted knowledge to practical contexts. Thus we need to be able to teach “about” entrepreneurship and help students to develop the ability to use that knowledge.

The technician’s role is more hands on than professional and focuses on knowing what rather than why. It represents the informed use of practical skills. Accordingly the technician’s function is the skilled application of knowledge. We see this played out as a more managerial function of entrepreneurship; technicians need to know what has to be done and how to do it. Thus understanding theory still plays a part, but is less important than an informed ability to shape the business. Consequently we see the repertoire of things to be learned to include the functions of managing. For new business this may focus on the activities surrounding new venture planning, implementing strategies and coordinating the disparate elements that make a new business work.

The artisanal role concentrates on getting things done. The knowledge needed is entirely practical, knowing “how”, so that skills are the vital element. This then is application of knowledge and requires us to teach how to do things such as the practical skills of marketing, accounting and similar practices. Here we see learning by doing as the most practical way of imparting these skills.

The artist’s role is the creative dynamic. To borrow Baudelaire's (1981:435) formulation, the artist is someone who can concentrate his vision on ordinary subjects, understand there fleeting qualities, and yet extract from the passing moment. Or as Harvey quotes Bradbury and McFarlane (1976:27), "it is the one art that responds to the scenario of our chaos." Harvey again (1989:22), "The struggle to produce a work of art, a once and for all creation
that could find a unique place in the market, had to be an individual effort forged under competitive circumstances.” Ronstadt (1990) raises the issue of American higher education in the liberal arts and claims that rather than promoting an entrepreneurial perspective, business is marginalised. But Ray (1990:80) claims that, “an education in the liberal arts may be viewed as a metaphor for entrepreneurship. The humanities suggest that the entrepreneur is an artist”. So for this role we need to be able to empower our students’ imaginations, allow them to envisage opportunities in such ways that ideas can become opportunities. For this we need to develop cognitive skills, where they can learn how to apply fertile imagination to the real world. Again experience is the best teacher, but in its absence a critical ability based on surrogate experience may work.

Can we teach entrepreneurship and how best can we teach it?

Jerry Katz’ seminal article (1991) makes the point that there are, most likely, entrepreneurial skills which can be taught and some that cannot. There is also preliminary evidence that entrepreneurial attributes can be positively influenced by educational programs and that many entrepreneurship programs and courses are able to build awareness of entrepreneurship as a career option and to encourage favourable attitudes toward entrepreneurship. So, in broad terms we seem to be able to teach some aspects of entrepreneurship. For example, starting and managing a new small business has much in common with the general principles of management. Management, or the functions of managing a small business, is now well established in academe. In the “ideal typification” teaching involves explaining the functions of management, the presentation of techniques and models of good practice, and evaluating student’s ability to apply this knowledge to a historic or a make-believe situation. Mintzberg (1994), for example considers that in many MBA programmes the emphasis is on teaching
about concepts and the administration of functional areas. French and Grey (1996), whilst acknowledging changes, note that the idea of management education as functional to management is predicated on a model of professional training in which there exists a body of knowledge which is understood to be central to effective practice. Locke (1993:31) however argues that the classic American Management was based upon what can be interpreted as Taylorist principles of Scientific Management. As George (1968) claims, Taylor’s principles of scientific management were about standardisation, finding the one best way. Casson (1995:83) puts this uncompromising view into an entrepreneurial perspective, “But it is the perception, as well as the reality of problems which is important. Shackle, (1979) makes a similar point about the subjectivity of problems and the limitations of a narrow view. Thus it appears that we can teach “management” but may have some problems with entrepreneurial management. Ronstadt (1990:80) claims, “Entrepreneurship education should not be viewed as some mechanistic or technocratic process but as a holistic and integrative process”. Later he notes (1990:92) that entrepreneurship is not the sum of the functional subdivisions of modern business education.

So it seems that, in broad terms, typical business school methods may be good at teaching formalised management methods, but less well equipped to deal with the “entrepreneurial” aspects. Laurenco and Jones (2006) point to a substantial body of literature which is critical of the adoption of traditional business and management pedagogical approaches. Indeed, Solomon and Fernald (1991) point out that in the USA, the business courses of many colleges and universities were criticised because of their lack of creativity and individual thinking. Yet as Johannisson (1992) notes entrepreneurship is anti-positivistic and that entrepreneurial knowledge may be soft and personal. Thus we see the limitations of management education in dealing with the unknowability of entrepreneurship. As Casson (1995:80) puts it,
“Judgmental decisions are decisions for which no obvious correct procedure exists: a judgmental decision cannot be made simply by plugging available numbers into a specific formula and acting on the basis of the number which comes out”. Yet as Chia (1996) points out, the cultivation of entrepreneurial imagination is the single most important contribution of Universities and Business Schools.

Theory may be one solution to developing this entrepreneurial imagination. Theory is an abstracted form of knowledge which may be applicable in a range of circumstances— even circumstances which are as yet unknown— the very context of innovative enterprise. Moreover, a substantial body of entrepreneurial theory has been developed, and universities are well experienced at passing on theoretical knowledge. Fiet (1998) argues that we should teach students theory to support their practical learning experience. We need to provide a conceptual background which allows students to understand and to engage with the real business world. Fiet proposes that if we are to improve the substance of what we teach to students studying entrepreneurship, we need to 1) pursue theory-driven research agendas and be actively seen to do so and 2) expose students to theoretical explanations of why some entrepreneurs succeed and others fail. Fiet (1998) claims we become irrelevant as teachers, when we fail to apply theory as a tool to answer student questions. But Laurenco and Jones (2006) point to critiques of the tendency to over-emphasise theory and conceptual thinking, using teacher-centred learning styles and treating functional knowledge as an ‘end’ rather than a ‘means’. Rae (2004) provides an interesting alternative, what he calls practical theory; practical theory emerges from the implicit, intuitive, tacit and situated resource of practice.
Gibb (1996:311) makes the telling point that few business schools are in a strong position to meet the challenges of teaching an entrepreneurial holistic management approach. The conventional role of universities is to provide a theoretical understanding, a conceptual grasp of the phenomena, but we must also question the relevance and value of an overtly theoretical approach to a subject which appears to deal almost exclusively with doing. Furthermore, the lack of business experience in academe, which is typical of management lecturers (Simon 1976, Macfarlane, 1998) may exacerbate the situation. This is particularly so when in combination with the lacunae of students’ own experience. This might lead to over reliance on theory, when what may be needed is practice. Young (1997) usefully defines entrepreneurial education as the structured formal conveyance of entrepreneurial knowledge. Entrepreneurial knowledge is the concepts, skill and mentality individual business owners use. Our point is that it may not be possible to acquire the skill, or indeed the mentality, by conventional pedagogic routes since this is normally experiential.

The picture that emerges is that we do need a theoretical underpinning to our entrepreneurial teaching. Theory provides an overview which is not limited to the particularities of one set of circumstances. Theory tells us about entrepreneurship in general terms that can be applied to knowing how. But knowing how is also important because it links into the realities of the experienced world. Yet as we have noted, many of the teachers and most of our students have limited real life experience in enterprising. Laurenco and Jones (2006:9) summarise the pedagogic problem rather well, “The first paradigm used the ‘traditional mode’ and the second uses the ‘enterprise mode’ in teaching entrepreneurship. As described previously, the ‘traditional’ mode to teaching entrepreneurship is theoretically focused and knowledge is passed on to learners. In contrast, the ‘enterprise mode’ emphasises the use of ‘action learning’ where knowledge is constructed by learners through the process of ‘doing’”.

Turning to consider the role typologies we identified, what our discussion highlights is the need to recognise and realise the need for both a theoretical and practical input in teaching entrepreneurship. However, we also emphasise the need to avoid an over reliance on theory rather than practice and instead appreciate the importance of integrating both aspects in curricula. In Figure 2 we present the role typologies and some examples of pedagogies in entrepreneurship that address some of the issues we have raised. We then turn to consider each role.

**Insert Figure 2 About Here**

If the aim of the professional role is to build theoretical knowledge but also analytical skills then as entrepreneurship educators we need to develop students who are able and capable of developing and discussing theoretical material and presenting conceptual and abstract ideas. But, perhaps more importantly, there is a need to provide the platforms and forums which allow our students to question, debate and contrast views, thoughts and perspectives. This will allow students to develop a grounded theoretical understanding. The development of analytical skills can be achieved through problem solving tasks. This might entail, for example, analysing case study material to identify the types of decisions potential and actual entrepreneurs take and the reasoning behind their actions, but also critiquing information to identify alternative ways of doing things. Other ways in which analytical skills might be developed are through assessing the business plans of others and looking at how and why a business might be structured in a particular way.
We also need to encourage students to not only listen to classroom speakers but provide them with the confidence and ability to constructively question the decisions, skills and judgement of those speakers. The role of the technician involves the actual application of knowledge. This might be achieved through the design, development and preparation of a business plan, the “normal” venture planning tool, or role and enterprise simulation “games”. Such tools can also be a useful way of developing individual and group thinking skills. However, there also has to be some mechanism that allows students to become reflective thinkers and to reflect on their own skills, participation and judgement about the processes involved. Mechanisms for achieving this are reflective essays and diaries. These can help with the learning process but also monitor the process in which students are immersed.

The artisanal role requires the application of skills. This might be achieved through work placements and apprenticeships, both short-term and long-term. However, mentoring, shadowing and buddy schemes alongside organisational visits, might also be used to consider the application of skills and how people make judgements and decisions. These skills are normally experientially acquired so we need to have in place some substitutes for this experience. Obviously this is difficult to do in the university environment, but remains essential for a successful new venture. Finally, there is the role of the artist which requires creativity and perception. This might be achieved through the task of generating and pursuing business ideas but also through developing the communication and presentation skills that allow students to present their business concepts and justify the suitability of their ideas to other individuals, ideally peers, business people and actual entrepreneurs. While the business plan offers one way to fulfil this requirement, other tools, such as posters, can also be particularly useful allowing students to be more creative but also more thoughtful about how they present their ideas. We need to have workshops where free thinking is encouraged;
where ideas can be bounced around in a non-judgemental environment. We can use examples from cases, ideally live ones who talk to the students and are prepared to explain how their ideas emerged. The typologies and pedagogy perspectives proposed also highlights the need for more published research in the different fields to be made easily accessible to students.

**Conclusion**

We recognise that whilst the role of the professional, technician, artisan or artist might in some contexts be discrete and individual, it is the combination of roles that helps to develop the required skills for entrepreneurship. We appreciate that some entrepreneurial skills can be taught and that others cannot. Moreover, we also see a need to recognise that some people might become entrepreneurs whilst others might not. Our review highlights that universities may be good at teaching about the higher level skills, abilities and competencies, but we are less well able to teach the practical aspects. We must use surrogates for experience, find more ways of transmitting the thrill of new venture creation as well as forging the essentials of a grounded business acumen.

As university educators our role is not necessarily to create entrepreneurs, but to make individuals aware of what entrepreneurship might entail and the issues entrepreneurs face and equip them with the knowledge to deal with these issues. This is important when you consider that most of our students are likely to be employed in an entrepreneurial organization at some point in their career. According to Collins et al (2006) entrepreneurs are action oriented; they learn by doing, trial and error, problem solving and discovery (Deakins and Freel, 1998; Young and Sexton, 1997). Through posing the question what do we teach and how can we teach it, we have hopefully demonstrated that to be entrepreneurial requires individuals to be professionals, technicians, artisans and artists. Ideally, we should be
attempting to create individuals who can and are able to be decisive, think for themselves but also through collaboration and/or the involvement with and of others. However, ultimately this also means that the teaching of entrepreneurship requires a combination of theory and practice. It is the ability to deliver the range of skills that meet both requirements that differentiates universities from the rest of the providers.
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**Figure 1: Role typologies in entrepreneurship**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Ability</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Analysis and application of judgement to an informed knowledge base</td>
<td>Know how and know why</td>
<td>High level of theory knowledge, analytical skills</td>
<td>Hands off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technician</td>
<td>Skilled application of knowledge</td>
<td>Know how and know what</td>
<td>Applied knowledge</td>
<td>More hands on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artisan</td>
<td>Skills and task involvement</td>
<td>Practical, know how</td>
<td>Application of skills</td>
<td>Hands on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>Creativity and perception</td>
<td>Knowing and showing</td>
<td>Ability to transpose and transfer from different mediums,</td>
<td>Hands on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 2: Role typologies and pedagogies in entrepreneurship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Examples of applicable pedagogical techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Stage One: Building theoretical knowledge</td>
<td>Developing and discussing theoretical, abstract and conceptual knowledge and understanding about entrepreneurship from previous, current and ongoing research debates and perspectives <strong>-lectures and texts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage Two: Analytical skills</td>
<td>Developing analytical skills through problem solving tasks, for instance using and analysing case study material, business plans, listening to and questioning the motivations and decisions of entrepreneurs <strong>-case studies, guest lecturers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technician</td>
<td>Applied knowledge</td>
<td>Actual design and development of business plans, reflecting on own skills and judgements, gathering of information from variety of sources and evaluating it, individual thinking skills, group thinking skills <strong>- case studies, examples and business planning exercises</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artisan</td>
<td>Application of skills</td>
<td>Mentoring/shadowing/buddy schemes, work placements, temporary apprenticeships,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
organisational visits, development of networks
-learning by doing, field work;
technical/functional skills acquired by active
learning from texts and examples

| Artist | Creativity and perception | Generating business ideas, communication and presenting business concepts and material to other individuals (through use of business plan, poster, etc.)
- free thinking and thinking by association,
workshops, examples |